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Skyrim negotiate a truce answers

The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim Negotiate a Peace Guide . If you need help to get the best answer for Northern people on the side of Jarl Ulfric Stormcloak you need to follow these steps: when Jarl Ulfric Stormcloak says: By Ysmir Bart, the nerve of this imperial bastard son eh? Your best answer on the North side is: What is the damage?
Besides, Tullius does not really want them here either Second Answer I agree. This will set the tone for the whole negotiation. Elenwen should go. Now secord round of questions : I would like to hear what you think Markarth is worth ? First Answer Winterhold looks like fair trade. Second answer You are right. Riften is a fair trade for
Markarth. If you want to be on the imperial side, keep Elenwen in the room. Video Guide The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim More Guides Tags: Guide for negotiate room, best choice in negotiation, best answer for nords or imperials, what is your opinion, High Hrothgar negotiate, greybeards, monks, The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim in: Skyrim: Quests,
Skyrim: Main Quests English Edit Share The leaderships of the two sides of the civil war, as wells Sky Haven TempleHigh Hrothgar You are not tired of war yet. Far from it. Do you know the old North word for war? Season-ending... this is how it has proved its worth. Arngeir[src] Season Unending is a quest available in The Elder Scrolls
V: Skyrim. Despite warnings about a dragon, the Jarl of Whiterun says he can't help with the effort to defeat him if the civil war doesn't end. Only the grey beards are able to hold a Peace Council. Background[Edit | Edit Source] The Jarl of Whiterun won't help me catch a dragon while the Civil War rages. If I can get the grey beards to host
a Peace Council, I can try to convince the imperials and the storm-swarms to agree to a ceasefire to defeat Alduin, which poses a threat to both sides of the civil war. Objectives[edit | edit source] Walkthrough[edit | edit source] The Dragonborn must speak to either Paarthurnax, Arngeir or Esbern. Whoever is selected will say that they will
have to talk to the Jarl of Whiterun to convince him to use Dragonsreach, which was originally designed to catch and host a dragon. Jarl of Whiterun[edit | edit source] The Dragonborn tries to invent the help of Jarl Balgruuf the Great; However, Jarl will say that he cannot try to catch a dragon while Whiterun is threatened by attack. He
says that if a peace treaty can be agreed between the Imperials and the Storm coats, he will help catch a dragon to keep. The Jarl will also propose to speak to the grey beards, as both General Tullius and Ulfric Stormcloak respect them very much. Should the Dragonborn have already completed the Quest Line of the Civil War and
ended Skyrim's Civil War, or at least have followed the quest line to the point where one side controls eight of nine then this quest is automatically bypassed. Regardless of whether Whiterun is under the rule of Balgruuf the Great or Vignar Gray-Mane, the Jarl will agree to conquer Odahviing without talking to the Gray Beards, and the
main quest line will continue. Bringing the two sides to the table[edit | The Dragonborn will speak to the grey beards who will agree to negotiate a ceasefire. Arngeir will suggest that the Dragonborn speak to both General Tullius and Ulfric Stormcloak and invite them to meet with the grey beards and discuss the future of Skyrim. If the
Drachenborn has not yet chosen a side in the civil war question line, then when he spoke for the first time with General Tullius and Ulfric, there will be no dialogue option to talk about the peace conference. Instead, after mentioning Helgen, everyone will assume that the Dragonborn wants to join their side. Everyone directs them to their
assistant (either Legate Rikke or Galmar Stone-Fist), and in most cases they will end the conversation. If you approach each other a second time, it will be an opportunity to tell them about the grey beards and the conference. After a discussion with both parties, the return to Arngeir and the conversation with him will start the conference.
Dolphins and Sbern, however, will show a challenging entrance to the conference and represent the Blades. Arngeir initially refuses, but is eventually persuaded to allow them to join. Peace Treaty[edit | edit source] Once the Peace Conference has begun, the Dragonborn will receive a variety of options, most of which have to do with the
site taken in the Civil War quest line. Negotiation 1: Elenwen[edit | edit source] As soon as the negotiations begin, Ulfric objects to Elenwen's participation in this council and says that the Thalmor should have nothing to do with Skyrim's policy. Tullius or Ulfric will ask what the thoughts of the dragon-born are: agree with Tullius and keep
Elenwen in the assembly. To agree with Ulfric and throw Elenwen out of the meeting. The choice made counts as a score for the site with which the Dragonborn agrees. If the disappointed side is not favored in the next round, they could threaten to leave the negotiations, depending on Dragonborn's civil war. They will never do it, but at
least they will say that they feel they are being treated unfairly. Negotiation 2: Markarth or Riften[edit | edit source] The next point to discuss is giving up a large hold. When the Dragonborn turns on the side of the General Tullius will demand that Rifts be handed over to the Empire. Otherwise (either on the Imperial side or without the page
still selected), Ulfric will require Markarth to be handed over to the Storm Coats. The reaction of the opposing faction depends on the state of the civil war: the faction that controls Markarth or Riften asks the Dragonborn what they think is a fair trade for the city. that the is one of three possibilities: an exchange of a great hold of the
opposition has. An important stop is one whose capital is walled. For the purposes of this quest, only The Reach and The Rift can be traded. As originally neutral and therefore not part of a trade, Whiterun is excluded because it is implicitly at the center of the negotiations. The primary objective of the ceasefire is to get the side, which
Whiterun currently does not control, to cease hostilities against this stop. An exchange of a small hold of the opposition has. This is one whose capital is not walled. For example: Hjaalmarch, Falkreath, Winterhold or The Pale. Alternative that deals with selection in the Civil War questline (not available if no page has been selected yet).
The Council goes along with whatever is taken. The site that controls Markarth or Riften will be unhappy when negotiated for a small hold. Negotiation 3/NA (Through Console Command): Minor Hold[edit | edit source] If a console command is used to complete the mission, when the Stormcloaks or Imperials only have their capital, the
other side will reduce their demand to a small hold. Here the Dragonborn has the choice to give a small stop to the Imperials or the Storm Coats. There is no difference in speech except at the end. When a small stop is actually abandoned, Tullius tells the dragon-born about his displeasure. He does not use this speech when it is
delivered. The Stormcloaks will take over the deal in both directions. Negotiation 4: Concessions[edit | edit source] It is now time for the group that has been less favoured (and thus loses the negotiations) to ask for additional concessions. For each claim, the Dragonborn can decide whether to approve the concession. If the Dragonborn
continues to favor one side, the other will eventually say that they will eventually act for the benefit of the greater, and they will definitely agree to the terms. Conclusion[Edit | Edit Source] Once the contract is agreed, the search is complete. Arngeir summarises the terms of the agreement, including the new Jarls appointed on the basis of
the exchanged holding. If the Dragonborn has joined a side and the agreement is beneficial or neutral to his side, their chief negotiator (Tullius or Ulfric) will congratulate the dragon-born's efforts and reward them with a levelled weapon. After the conclusion of the peace treaty with both sides, the search for the civil war will be stopped until
the main quest is completed. When the Dragonborn sided with the Storm Coats and in the quest line Has Freed Liberation from Skyrim, where the next goal is to free the range, then it is possible that after season unending is complete, the goal liberation of the range will also be completed. Note that the Quest Line Liberation cannot be
completed if the Dragonbornhas has a bounty in Windhelm or Loneliness. When the Dragonborn has sided with the Legion and To swap the range for the trench, the Quest Compelling Tribute will be skipped in the Civil War quest line. Journal[edit | edit source] Season Unending – MQ302 ID Journal Entry 10 The Jarl of Whiterun won't
help me catch a dragon as long as the Civil War rages. If I can get the grey beards to host a Peace Council, I can try to convince the imperials and the storm-swarms to agree to a ceasefire to defeat Alduin, which poses a threat to both sides in the civil war. Goal 10: Talk to Arngeir 15 The Jarl of Whiterun won't help me catch a dragon
while the civil war rages. Arngeir has agreed to hold a Peace Council in High Hrothgar. I must convince the imperials and the stormwares to agree to a ceasefire to defeat Alduin, which poses a threat to both sides in the civil war. Goal 20: Talk to General Tullius Goal 30: Talk to Ulfric Stormcloak 40 Goal 40: Talk to Arngeir 55 Goal 50:
Take your place 60 Goal 60: Negotiate a truce 300 The Jarl of Whiterun would not help me catch a dragon as long as the civil war rages. Arngeir agreed to hold a Peace Council in High Hrothgar. With Esbern's help, I persuaded General Tullius and Ulfric Stormcloak to agree to a ceasefire to defeat Alduin, which poses a threat to both
sides in the civil war. 310 350 [edit | edit source] Note: These conversations have been taken from the creation kit. Many parts of the conversations are not included in the endgame. Show: Blades Entry Dolphins: So. Arngeir, right? You know why we are here. Will you let us in or not? Arngeir: You were not invited here. You are not
welcome here. Delphine: We have as much right to be in this Council as we all are. More, actually, because it was we who put the Dragonborn on this path. Arngeir: I know which way you have set her. And now Paarthurnax's wisdom is lost for us, especially when we need it most. Arngeir: I know which way you have set him. And now
Paarthurnax's wisdom is lost for us, especially when we need it most. Arngeir: We know which way you have taken her. But she made a different choice. Paarthurnax is still safe from your malice. Arngeir: We know which way you have taken him. But he made a different choice. Paarthurnax is still safe from your malice. Arngeir: Were
you? The hubris of the blades really knows no bounds. Delphine: She did what needed to be done. It was long overdue. My only regret is that I couldn't kill him myself. Dolphins: He what needed to be done. It was long overdue. My only regret is that I couldn't kill him myself. Dolphins: For now. The memory of the blades, as you know, is
long. Dolphins: For now. The memory of the blades, as you know, is long. Delphine: If it were up to you, the Dragonbornwould sit dreaming on this mountain and do nothing! Esbern: Dolphins, we are not here to rehearse old resentment. The preliminary question is urgent. Alduin must Stopped. You would not have called this council if you
had not agreed. We know a great deal about the situation and the threat that Alduin poses to all of us. You need us here if you want this Council to succeed. Arngeir: Very good. You can enter. Show: Beginning of the Council Arngeir: Take your place and we can start. We're all waiting for you, Dragonborn. Why delay? Please take your
seat so that we can start. Now that everyone is here, please take your seats so we can start. I hope that we will all be in the spirit of... Ulfric Stormcloak: No. You are insulting us by taking them to this negotiation? Your boss Talos hunter? Legate Rikke: It didn't take long. Vignar Gray-Mane: Yes! Galmar Stone-First: Listen, hear! Jarl
Balgruuf the Great: Diplomatic as always. Elenwen: I have every right to be at this negotiation. I must ensure that nothing is agreed here that violates the terms of the White And Gold Concordat. General Tullius: She is part of the imperial delegation. You cannot dictate who I bring to this council. Arngeir: Please. If we have to negotiate the
terms of the negotiations, we will never make any progress. Perhaps this would be a good time to get the Dragonborn's input on this matter. Galmar Stone-First: You're weak. You used to notice it, the sooner we can see the back of you. Ulfric Stormcloak: Peace, Galmar. Show: Elenwen leaves Elenwen: Very good, Ulfric. Enjoy your little
victory. The Thalmor will deal with all government rules Skyrim. We would not think of getting involved in your civil war. Galmar Stone-Faust: Ha! Skyrim will never bow to Thalmor! Unlike your imperial friends here. Legate Rikke: You're lucky that I respect the advice of the grey beards, Galmar! General Tullius: Legate. We represent the
emperor here. Legate Rikke: Sorry, sir. It won't happen again. Show: Elenwen stays Galmar Stone-First: We go. Ulfric Stormcloak: No. We stay. Out of respect for the Dragonborn and our Greybeard hosts. But it can be observed, nothing more. We are not negotiating with her, is that clear? Elenwen: Ulfric, why so hostile? After all, it's not
the Thalmor that burns your farms and kills your sons. Legate Rikke: Should she be on our side? Ulfric Stormcloak: You know exactly... No. Not this time. Show: Beginning of the Council, Reichsmacht Arngeir: Now that this has been clarified, can we continue? General Tullius: A moment. Galmar Stone-Faust: Here we go. General Tullius:
I just want to make it clear that the only reason I agreed to participate in this council was to deal with the threat of the dragon. Generals of the We do not need to negotiate if the rebels lose the war so clearly. General Tullius: I have no authority to negotiate a lasting settlement unless Ulfric is willing to sue for peace and turn to the imperial
judiciary. Ulfric Stormcloak: Master Arngeir, just let him To... General Tullius: We are here to agree a temporary truce so that the Dragonborn can deal with the dragons here. Nothing more. General Tullius: You should be glad that you can lick your wounds at this point in the war. General Tullius: We are even thinking about sitting down to
talk to these rebels more than generously. Ulfric Stormcloak: Enough attitude, Tullius. If you've come to talk, let's get on with it. General Tullius: Fine. Let us get on with it. Show: Beginning of the Council, Storm hood Arngeir: Now that this has been clarified, can we continue? Ulfric Stormcloak: I have something to say first. Legate Rikke:
Here we go. Ulfric Stormcloak: The only reason I agreed to attend this advice was to deal with the threat from the dragon. Ulfric Stormcloak: We have no interest in negotiating with the Empire. It is only a matter of time before they are expelled from Skyrim. Ulfric Stormcloak: There is nothing else to talk about unless the Empire is finally
ready to renounce its unjustified claim to rule over the free people of Skyrim. Legate Rikke: I knew he couldn't resist. Ulfric Stormcloak: We are here to agree a temporary truce so that the Dragonborn can deal with the dragons here. Nothing more. Ulfric Stormcloak: You should be glad that you can lick your wounds at this point in the war.
Ulfric Stormcloak: I even think it is a generous gesture to talk to the Empire. General Tullius: Are you done? Have you just come here to give speeches? Or can we get down to business? Ulfric Stormcloak: Yes, let's get over it. Show: Stormcloak demand - Markarth Arngeir: Are we ready to move on? General Tullius. Jarl Ulfric. This
council is unprecedented. We are gathered here at the request of the Dragonborn. I ask you all to respect the spirit of High Hrothgar and do your best to begin the process of achieving lasting peace in Skyrim. Who wants to open the negotiations? Ulfric Stormcloak: Yes, let's get on with it. We want control of Markarth. That is our price for
agreeing to a ceasefire. Elisif the Fair: That's why you're here, Ulfric? Do you dwell on the grey beards by using this advice to advance your own position? General Tullius: Jarl Elisif, I will deal with it. Elisif the Fair: Generally, that's outrageous! You cannot take this demand seriously! I thought we were here to discuss a ceasefire! General
Tullius: Elisif! I said I would deal with it. Ulfric, you can't seriously expect markarth to be Give. You're hoping to win in the Council, which you couldn't win in the fight, right? Ulfric Stormcloak: We've done it before. I just ask what we will soon be. Arngeir: I'm sure Jarl Ulfric doesn't expect anything for nothing. Legate Rikke: Yes, that would
be completely out of character. Arngeir: What would the Empire want for this? Elisif the Fair: Fair: Generally, you do not intend to simply hand over Markarth... Traitor! Jarl Balgruuf the Greater: How does the Empire pay us back for our loyalty? Vignar Gray-Mane: You have lost the trust of the people of Skyrim, Elisif. They had a chance to
make the right choice when the war began. General Tullius: Enough! Let us be clear first. This advice was not my idea. I think it's a waste of time. You are a traitor to the Empire and deserve the death of a traitor. But I will negotiate in good faith, at least. Show: Imperial vain - Riften Arngeir: Are we ready to move on? General Tullius. Jarl
Ulfric. This council is unprecedented. We are gathered here at the request of the Dragonborn. I ask you all to respect the spirit of High Hrothgar and do your best to begin the process of achieving lasting peace in Skyrim. Who wants to open the negotiations? General Tullius: Our terms are simple. Riften must be brought back under
imperial control. That is our price for agreeing to a ceasefire. Galmar Stone-Faust: From Talos, the stones on this! You are not able to dictate us conditions, Tullius! Vignar Gray-Mane: Elisif, are you really going to be a party of this stupidity? Do you really think Ulfric Riften will simply turn around because some imperial general barked an
order? Ulfric Stormcloak: That's a pretty suppurating demand, Tullius. Galmar Stone-Fist/Vignar Gray-Mane: Ulfric, can't you take this demand seriously? We can claim rifts against anything the Empire can throw at them. Galmar Stone-Fist/Vignar Gray-Mane: Jarl Laila will never agree... Stormcloak, Ulfric: Galmar/Vignar. We will do what I
decide is in Skyrim's best interests. Are we clear? Galmar Stone-Fist/Vignar Gray-Mane: Yes, sir. Ulfric Stormcloak: Come on, Tullius, you can't seriously expect us to just hand over rifts at the negotiating table. They haven't been able to take it back yet. Why should we give it up now? Arngeir: I am sure that General Tullius expects
nothing for nothing. Galmar Stone-Faust: Of course not! What will you offer for Riften, Tullius? Some empty promises? Maybe some more imperial splendour? Ulfric Stormcloak: Enough, Galmar. Arngeir: Jarl Ulfric, what do you want for that? Ulfric Stormcloak: First of all, let me be clear. The sons of Skyrim know from bitter experience
that talking to the Empire is a waste of time or worse. Imperial promises are simply a way to lull you as they prepare a dagger for your back. Galmar Stone-Faust: Aye! We have not forgotten Markarth, Tullius! Ulfric Stormcloak: But I have the Of the Dragonborn to this Council, and I will negotiate at least in good faith. Show: Markarth to the
Stormcloaks Ulfric Stormcloak: The Dragonborn has spoken, Tullius. Markarth will be us. Now we will see if there is anything behind your talk of good faith. General Tullius: I expected that Dragonborn. They have sworn an oath to serve the emperor. Don't forget it. General Tullius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. They made the most of a
bad situation. General Tullius: You disappoint me, Dragonborn. I have accepted your invitation to this Council, despite your well-known connection to the rebels. But it seems that you have no intention of treating me fairly. General Tullius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. You have treated us fairly, despite your well-known sympathies of the
rebels. General Tullius: You disappoint me, Dragonborn. I have accepted your invitation to trust in your good name. But it seems that you want to prefer Ulfric. General Tullius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. They made the most of a bad situation. General Tullius: I now see that this is not a negotiation at all. General Tullius: But I see now
that this is not a negotiation at all. General Tullius: I know you, Ulfric. When I hand over Markarth, you're ready with a new demand. General Tullius: You are going to lose this war, and you know it. General Tullius: You will never defeat the Empire, and you know it. But you are willing to sacrifice thousands for your own selfish ambition.
General Tullius: Soon enough I will have you under the axe of the head man again, and this time there will be no dragon that can save you. Ulfric Stormcloak: As always, the beautiful words of the Empire are worth nothing! Show: Riften given to the Reichsgeneral Tullius: You heard the man, Ulfric. General Tullius: You heard what she
said, Ulfric. General Tullius: Markarth is off the table. Their rabble-roam is on the verge of defeat. We do not need a ceasefire at such a price. General Tullius: We made you a fair offer. Are you serious about these conversations, or are you just here to attitude? Ulfric Stormcloak: I expected better expectations from you Dragonborn. I came
here in good faith, despite your well-known imperial sympathies. Ulfric Stormcloak: You are different from what I expected, Dragonborn. You treat us with respect, despite your well-known imperial sympathies. Ulfric Stormcloak: You did the best, brother. But I have learned how difficult it is to be best dealt with by these imperials at the
sword point. Ulfric Stormcloak: You did the best, sister. But I have learned how difficult it is to be best dealt with by these imperials at the sword point. Ulfric Stormcloak: Think hard about your loyalties, brother. I expected them to air better. Ulfric Stormcloak: Think hard about your loyalties, sister. I expected them to air better. Ulfric
Stormcloak: You did the best you could, Dragonborn. But I have learned how difficult it is to be best dealt with by these imperials at the sword point. Ulfric Stormcloak: I expected better expectations from you Dragonborn. I came here in good faith, and now it seems that you are helping the Empire on every corner. Ulfric Stormcloak: As far
as you are concerned, General Tullius, I now see that Galmar was right. Talking to the Empire is as useless as ever. Ulfric Ulfric If you think that this war is almost won, you are just as deceived as your emperor when he signed our freedom to the Thalmor. They can trample us underfoot, but we will get up again! Ulfric Stormcloak: If you
think you can hold Markarth, you are just as deceived as your emperor when he signed our Freedom to Thalmor. Ulfric Stormcloak: If you think we're just giving rifts, you're just as deceived as your emperor when he signed our freedom to the Thalmor. Ulfric Stormcloak: Skyrim will never bow to your false empire again! Let's go, Galmar. I
should have listened to you first and foremost. Show: Markarth remains Imperial General Tullius: You heard the man, Ulfric. General Tullius: You heard what she said, Ulfric. General Tullius: We get Rifts back. Now we will see if there is anything behind your beautiful words. Ulfric Stormcloak: I expected better expectations from you
Dragonborn. I came here in good faith, despite your well-known imperial sympathies. Ulfric Stormcloak: You are different from what I expected, Dragonborn. You treat us with respect, despite your well-known imperial sympathies. Ulfric Stormcloak: You did the best, brother. But I have learned how difficult it is to be best dealt with by these
imperials at the sword point. Ulfric Stormcloak: You did the best, sister. But I have learned how difficult it is to be best dealt with by these imperials at the sword point. Ulfric Stormcloak: Think hard about your loyalties, brother. I expected them to air better. Ulfric Stormcloak: Think hard about your loyalties, sister. I expected them to air
better. Ulfric Stormcloak: You did the best you could, Dragonborn. But I have learned how difficult it is to be best dealt with by these imperials at the sword point. Ulfric Stormcloak: I expected better expectations from you Dragonborn. I came here in good faith, and now it seems that you are helping the Empire on every corner. Ulfric
Stormcloak: I know how it works, Tullius. I have learned the value of imperial promises in the hard way. Never again. Ulfric Stormcloak: You lose this war and you know it. Ulfric Stormcloak: If you think we're just giving rifts, you're just as deceived as your emperor when he signed our freedom to the Thalmor. Ulfric Stormcloak: Skyrim will
never bow to your false empire again! Let's go, Galmar. I should have listened to you first and foremost. General Tullius: If you think you want to win a few battles, you're even worse in strategy than in diplomacy. Generals of the You were always a fool, Ulfric. You're no better at diplomacy than you are on the battlefield. Show: Riften
remains storm manUlfric Stormcloak: You heard the man, Tullius. Ulfric Stormcloak: You heard what she said, Tullius. Ulfric Stormcloak: Riften is off the table. The Empire has hardly any stopping in Skyrim. We do not have to pay such a high price for this ceasefire. Ulfric Stormcloak: We made you a fair offer. Made. You are really serious
about this ceasefire, you have to reconsider it. General Tullius: I expected better expectations from you, Dragonborn. They have sworn an oath to serve the emperor. Don't forget it. General Tullius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. They made the most of a bad situation. General Tullius: You disappoint me, Dragonborn. I have accepted your
invitation to this Council, despite your well-known connection to the rebels. But it seems that you have no intention of treating me fairly. General Tullius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. You have treated us fairly, despite your well-known sympathies of the rebels. General Tullius: You disappoint me, Dragonborn. I have accepted your
invitation to trust in your good name. But it seems that you want to prefer Ulfric. General Tullius: I don't blame you, Dragonborn. They made the most of a bad situation. General Tullius: I now see that this is not a negotiation at all. General Tullius: But I see now that this is not a negotiation at all. General Tullius: I know you, Ulfric. They



have no intention of getting involved. You are here to blacken the name of the Empire, and I will not be involved in it. General Tullius: You might think that this war is almost won. You're wrong. I fought you with a handful of troops. Once the emperor is convinced of the need, you will see the full power of the Imperial Legion. General Tullius:
When you think you can hold Rifts, you are as deceived as you have always been. General Tullius: Soon enough I will have you under the axe of the head man again, and this time there will be no dragon that can save you. Ulfric Stormcloak: As always, the beautiful words of the Empire are worth nothing! Show: Esbern interrupts Esbern:
Stop! Are you so blind to our danger that you can't see their small disagreements over? Here you sit and argue about... Nothing! While the fate of the country hangs in the balance! Ulfric Stormcloak: Is he with you, Dolphins? If so, I advise you to tell him to look out for his tongue. Delphine: He's with me. And I advise you both to listen to
what he has to say before you do something premature. Esbern: Don't you understand the danger? Don't you understand what the return of the dragons means? Alduin has returned! The world ice! Even now, he devours the souls of your fallen comrades! He becomes more powerful with every soldier who is killed in your senseless war!
Can't you put your hatred aside in the face of this deadly danger for even a moment? Elenwen: A very nice speech, but what about... Generals of the That's enough for you. Ulfric Stormcloak: Shut up. General Tullius: I don't know anything about the end of the world, but this dragon situation is out of hand. If this truce will help the dragon-
born son here to put an end to this threat, we will win both. Remember Ulfric. Ulfric Stormcloak: If he's right with Alduin... We have just as much to lose here, Tullius, remember. Show: Show: Imperial General Tullius: Now back to the cause. General Tullius: I suppose this is the fairest deal we will probably get. General Tullius: If we don't
get rifts, we need you to give us something. General Tullius: You know as well as I do that we cannot hand over Markarth on these terms. General Tullius: You know that I cannot agree to these conditions. The emperor would reject this treaty, and I would be reminded of it. General Tullius: Don't give me a cup of sheep's spoof and call it
Colovian-Brandy. These conditions are still not acceptable. General Tullius: Come, Ulfric. You have to put some soil here. The Dragons are a threat to both of us. Galmar Stone-Faust: Shor's bones, where will these demands end? Galmar Stone-Faust: Damn iron imperial arrogance! Galmar Stone-Fist: You see what brings us to talk to
them? Ulfric Stormcloak: I'm listening. Ulfric Stormcloak: Let's hear it. Ulfric Stormcloak: Get out of it, then. General Tullius: We want compensation for the massacre at Barleydark Farm. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Riverwood massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Rorikstead massacre. General
Tullius: We want compensation for the Karthwasten massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Old Hroldan massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the massacre in the Kolskeggr mine. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Stonehills massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the
massacre at Frost River Farm. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Granite Hill massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the massacre at the Crescent Mill. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Heljar massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the massacre at Anga's mill. General Tullius: We
want compensation for the massacre at Loreius farm. General Tullius: We want compensation for the massacre at Whistling Mine. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Ivarstead massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the Shor's Stone massacre. General Tullius: We want compensation for the massacre in
Heartwood Mill. General Tullius: We want compensation for the massacre at Sarethi Farm. General Tullius: We want Hjaalmarch back and Idgrod Ravencrone restored as Jarl. General Tullius: You withdraw from Falkreath and allow Siddgeir to resume his rightful place as Jarl. General Tullius: We want the Pale to return to imperial control.
The Traitor Skald Older is replaced by a more loyal candidate. General Tullius: We want Kraldar to be removed from Winterhold as Jarl and an imperial candidate to be replaced. General Tullius: No matter. I see that these are the best conditions we will get from this Council. So be it. The Empire at least puts the greater good above our
own Show: Dragonborn's decision to hold Imperial chubby Ulfric Stormcloak: Why would I give you that if I didn't give you rifts? Ulfric Stormcloak: What's next, Tullius? Should I just hand skyrim over? General Tullius: I am ready to let the Dragonborn decide on the fairness of my request. General Tullius: I think I have no choice but to let
the Dragonborn decide. Although I begin to doubt your fairness. Show: Compensations, Storm Mantle Ulfric Stormcloak: Now back to the thing. Ulfric Stormcloak: I suppose this is the fairest deal we'll probably get. Ulfric Stormcloak: If we don't get Markarth, we need something for you. Ulfric Stormcloak: You know as well as I do that we
can't pass rifts on these terms. Ulfric Stormcloak: Don't give me a cup of sheep's spoof and call it Met. These conditions are still not acceptable. Ulfric Stormcloak: These terms are not acceptable. You know that. Ulfric Stormcloak: Come, Tullius. You have to put some soil here. The Dragons are a threat to both of us. General Tullius: I am
sure you have something in mind. General Tullius: I am listening. General Tullius: Let's hear it. Galmar Stone-Fist: Damn right that we do it. Galmar Stone-Faust: Don't play stupid, Tullius! Galmar Stone-Faust: Tell him, Ulfric. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre at Barleydark Farm. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want
compensation for the Riverwood massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Rorikstead massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Karthwasten massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Old Hroldan massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre in the
Kolskeggr mine. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Stonehills massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre at Frost River Farm. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Granite Hill massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre at the Crescent Mill. Ulfric
Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Heljar massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre at Anga's mill. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre at the Loreius farm. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre at Whistling Mine. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation
for the Ivarstead massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Shor's Stone massacre. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want compensation for the Heartwood Mill massacre. Stormcloak: We want compensation for the massacre at Sarethi Farm. Ulfric Stormcloak: You leave Hjaalmarch to us and take Idgrod Ravencrone with you.
Sorli the Builder will succeed Jarl of Morthal. Ulfric Stormcloak: You leave Falkreath to us. Siddgeir Steps Siddgeir Steps and Dengeir von Stuhn resumes the Jarlship. Ulfric Stormcloak: You withdraw from the pale and allow Jarl Skald the Elder to return to Dawnstar. Ulfric Stormcloak: We want the imperial troops to withdraw from
Winterhold and return Jarl Kraldar from exile. Ulfric Stormcloak: Bah! This is a waste of time. I see that we will not get better conditions from this Council. So be it. The sons of Skyrim at least put the greater good above our own interests. Show: MDragonborn's decision to challenge Stormcloak Minor Hold General Tullius: What does they
think I'll give them if I don't give you Markarth? General Tullius: Where do these demands stop, Ulfric? Do you expect me to give up skyrim all over? Ulfric Stormcloak: I am ready to let The Dragonborn be considered a judge on the fairness of my request. Ulfric Stormcloak: It seems that I have no choice but to let the Dragonborn decide.
Although I begin to doubt your fairness. Show: The imperial city attacked Legate Rikke: You slaughtered the very people you're supposedly fighting for! True Sons of Skyrim would never do such things. Galmar Stone-Faust: Damn Imperial Lies! My men would never engage in such methods, even in retaliation for your butchery... Ulfric
Stormcloak: This is our home, Tullius. All the blood shed in this war is on your head. General Tullius: For once, you actually pay for your crimes. General Tullius: Once again, the Empire takes the blame for the crimes of others. Show: Stormcloak city raid Galmar Stein-Faust: You have them - the women, the children! You butcher! Legate
Rikke: That's a lie! My legionnaires are disciplined, unlike yours... General Tullius: You don't really expect compensation every time a farm is burned in a war that you started? Ulfric Stormcloak: Do you hear that, Tullius? The blood of the innocent cries out for yellowed. Ulfric Stormcloak: And so the Empire runs as usual over Skyrim.
Show: Ending Arngeir: It seems that we have an agreement. Jarl Ulfric... General Tullius... These are the terms that are currently on the table. Arngeir: Markarth remains allied with the Empire under the authority of Jarl Igmund. Arngeir: Riften remains allied with the Stormcloak thing under the authority of Jarl Laila Law-Giver. Arngeir:
Markarth is handed over to Ulfric's troops. Jarl Igmund will resign, and Thongvor Silver-Blood will become the Jarl of Markarth. Arngeir: Riften is handed over to imperial control. Jarl Laila Law-Giver will step down, and Maven Black-Briar will become the Jarl of Riften. Arngeir: The will withdraw from range so jarl Igmund can return to
Markarth. Arngeir: The Storm coats will withdraw from the ditch and grant unhindered access to the imperial troops. Jarl Laila Law-Giver will step down, and Maven Black-Briar will become the Jarl of Riften. Arngeir: Die Die will withdraw his troops from range, allowing Ulfric's troops unimpeded access to Markarth. Jarl Igmund will go into
exile, with Thongvor Silver-Blood taking his place as Jarl of Markarth. Arngeir: The Empire will withdraw its troops from the ditch, allowing the return of Jarl Laila Law-Giver. Arngeir: Ulfric will withdraw his troops from Hjaalmarch so that Jarl Idgrod Ravencrone can return to Morthal. Arngeir: Ulfric will withdraw his troops from Falkreath so
that Jarl Siddgeir can return. Arngeir: Ulfric will let imperial forces into the pale. Skald the Elder will go into exile, and Brina Merilis will take over the Jarlship. Arngeir: Ulfric will allow imperial troops to enter Winterhold. Korir will replace Kraldar as Jarl. Arngeir: The Empire will allow Ulfric's troops to invade Hjaalmarch. Idgrod Ravencrone
will go into exile, sorli, the builder, replaces her as Jarl. Arngeir: The Empire will allow Ulfric's troops to invade Falkreath. Jarl Siddgeir will resign and Dengeir von Stuhn will take his place as Jarl. Arngeir: The Empire will withdraw its troops from the pale so that Jarl Skald the Elder can return from exile. Arngeir: The Empire will withdraw its
troops from Winterhold so jarl Korir can return from exile. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Crescent Mill massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Heljar massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the massacre at Anga's Mill. Arngeir: The Empire will pay
adequate compensation for the massacre at LoreiusFarm. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Whistling Mine massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Ivarstead massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the shor's Stone massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will
pay adequate compensation for the Heartwood Mill massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the massacre at Sarethi Farm. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the massacre at Barleydark Farm. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Riverwood massacre. Arngeir: The
Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Rorikstead massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Karthwasten Massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Old Hroldan massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will receive adequate compensation for the massacre in the Pay. Arngeir: The
Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Stonehills massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Frost River Farm massacre. Arngeir: The Empire will pay adequate compensation for the Granite Hill massacre. Pay. The Stormcloaks will pay appropriate compensation for the barleydark farm massacre.
Arngeir: The Stormcloaks will pay appropriate compensation for the Riverwood massacre. Arngeir: The Stormcloaks will pay appropriate compensation for the Rorikstead massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the Karthwasten massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the
Old Hroldan massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the massacre at the Kolskeggr mine. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay appropriate compensation for the Stonehills massacre. Arngeir: The Stormcloaks will pay appropriate compensation for the Frost River Farm massacre. Arngeir: The Stormcloaks will
pay appropriate compensation for the Granite Hill massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the massacre at the Crescent Mill. Arngeir: The Storm Sleepers will pay adequate compensation for the Heljar massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the massacre at Anga's mill.
Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the massacre at Loreius farm. Arngeir: The Stormcloaks will pay appropriate compensation for the Whistling Mine massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the Ivarstead massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the
Ivarstead massacre. Arngeir: The Storm coats will pay adequate compensation for the Shor's Stone massacre. Arngeir: The Stormcloaks will pay appropriate compensation for the Heartwood Mill massacre. Arngeir: The Stormcloaks will pay appropriate compensation for the sarethi farm massacre. Arngeir: The Storm swarms will withdraw
from Hjaalmarch, and Idgrod Ravencrone will resume the Jarlship. Arngeir: Falkreath is brought back under imperial control under the authority of Jarl Siddgeir. Arngeir: The Pale is handed over to the Empire. Brina Merilis will take over the Jarlship in Dawnstar. Arngeir: Winterhold will be handed over to the Empire, although the college
itself will retain its traditional neutrality. Arngeir: Hjaalmarch is handed ulfric, with Sorli the builder taking over the Jarlship. Arngeir: Falkreath is handed ulfric, and Dengeir of Stuhn will return as Jarl. Arngeir: Imperial troops will withdraw from The Pale, and Jarl Skald the Elder will be allowed to return to Dawnstar. Arngeir: The Imperial
Troops will withdraw from Winterhold, and Kraldar as Jarl. Arngeir: You both agree? Ulfric Stormcloak: I shouldn't agree with terms that so blatantly favor the empire. However, in the circumstances, I have no choice. But once Alduin is defeated - then it's the Empire's turn. Remember - Evgir Unslaad. Unslaad. Stormcloak: The sons of
Skyrim will abide by their agreements. As long as the imperials cling to theirs. Ulfric Stormcloak: You should be satisfied, Elisif. You did well as a pet of the Jarl Empire. But beware - the loyalty of the Empire is fickle. They will tire of this war, and then I will dictate the terms to you. Ulfric Stormcloak: What about you, Elisif? Are these terms
to your liking? Speak out. I am sure that General Tullius is waiting to make your commandments. Elisif the Fair: I have nothing to say to this murderer. Generally, you have proven to be a good friend of Skyrim. I remain confident that you will do everything in your power to protect our interests. General Tullius: Thank you, Jarl Elisif. I
appreciate your loyalty. General Tullius: These terms blatantly favor the rebels. Everyone here knows that. But the Empire will accept them until the dragon threat is addressed. General Tullius: The Empire can live with these terms, yes. For a temporary truce until the dragon threat is dealt with. General Tullius: After that... there will be a
reckoning. Rely on it. Show: Imperial Result Ulfric Stormcloak: Come, Galmar. We have a lot of work to do. Jarl Balgruuf the Greater: That's quite a feat, Dragonborn. And General Tullius. Rifts are ours! Jarl Balgruuf the Greater: Giving up Markarth is a high price for this truce, Dragonborn. I hope it was worth it. Jarl Balgruuf the Great: I
admit I really didn't expect you to arrange a ceasefire. Getting Ulfric to accept anything at all is quite a feat. Arngeir: Jarl Baalgruf, I suppose you know the plan of Dragonborn? Jarl Balgruuf the Greater: Yes, I am ready to do my part. Just say the word, and my men will help you jump this trap. Arngeir: But the difficulty remains - how do you
lure a dragon to Dragonsreach? General Tullius: That is an excellent question. You haven't overlooked this little detail, haven't you? Esbern: Ah. I think I can help here. Show: Stormcloak Result General Tullius: Legate, with me. We have a lot of work to do. Vignar Gray-Mane: That's quite a feat, Dragonborn. And Jarl Ulfric. Markarth is
ours! Vignar Gray-Mane: Giving Rifts is a high price for this truce, Dragonborn. I hope it was worth it. Vignar Gray-Mane: I admit I really didn't expect these conversations to be successful. Getting the Empire to accept anything at all is quite an achievement. Arngeir: Jarl Vignar, I suppose you're with the Dragonborn's plan Vignar Gray-
Mane: Yes, I am ready to do my part. Just say the word, and my men will help you jump this trap. Arngeir: But the difficulty remains - how do you lure a dragon to Dragonsreach? Ulfric Stormcloak: With Talos, that's an excellent question. I hope you have not forgotten this little detail? Esbern: Ah. I think I can help Show: Page changes,
Imperial Galmar Stone-Faust: For what it's worth, I'm sorry to see them go. They fought well for us. General Tullius: Don't listen to him. Ulfric has been telling lies about himself for so long, he is beginning to believe them. Show: Page change, Storm tarLe Legate Rikke: I'm sorry. Good luck. Ulfric Stormcloak: Don't watch him. A
cumbersome windbag, like most imperial generals. Trivia[edit | edit source] Whether Paarthurnax was killed or not will influence the dialogue between Delphine, Esbern and Arngeir during the Blades' request to participate in the negotiations. Evgiir Unslaad, or Season Unending, is the old Nordic term for war. This is reflected in the
dialogue with Arngeir, who further reflects his opponents of war and his pessimism about the usefulness of the peace treaty. It is suggested that Ulfric Stormcloak knew Dolphins even before the events of Season Unending. As he listens to Esbern, he asks Dolphins if Esbern is with her, and refers to her by name. There is no dialogue
during the search to suggest that the two meet for the first time in High Hrothgar. Dual casting Frenzy coupled with Quiet Casting on the council can cause chaos, causing them to fight each other. Nevertheless, neither side of the conflict will be hostile to the other hostility or will end the Council. Elenwen will not respond in any way to the
presence of dolphins or esen, although both are priority targets of the Thalmor. She will also have a threatening dialogue for the Dragonborn when she is spoken to, following the example of knowing exactly who they are and remembering them from the embassy infiltration. From a purely diplomatic point of view, the best outcome of the
negotiations is to win a large and a small hold for trading only one big hold. The price is to agree to the opposing party's request via Elenwen (e.B. send them away when the Dragonborn sided with the Imperials). Although the chief negotiator will announce that the terms of the contract clearly favour the other side, he will then tacitly admit
that the Dragonborn has performed well and will award a points reward. The Dragonborn can return from the conversation when both Ulfric and Tullius talk to them. They can also tell them that they are not interested in dealing with politics. If this happens for both sides, Markarth will be taken by the Storm Coats, and Rifts will be taken by
the Imperials. In finalizing the ceasefire, Arngeir will step back and pretend that the Jarls concerned will readily accept the terms if they ever which side of the war they supported, are really either banished to Windhelm or Solitude. This quest will be skipped when the quest line is already completed civil warfully, regardless of who the
Dragonborn has posed with alongside the Dragonborn. It is also skipped when either Windhelm or Solitude Solitude the only remaining city that has yet to be taken. Bugs[edit | edit source] This section contains errors related to Season Unending. Before adding an error to this list, you should note the following: Please reload an old
memory to confirm if the error is still happening. If the error still occurs, please post the bug report with the appropriate system template 360 / XB1 , PS3 / PS4 , PC / MAC , NX , depending on which platform(s) the error occurred. Be descriptive when listing the bug and bug fixes, but avoid conversations in the description and/or the use of
first-person anecdotes: such discussions belong in the appropriate forum board. Click to view PC 360 PS3 If the Dragonborn has started the search to join either the Stormcloaks or the Imperials, it will be impossible to continue the search as there will be no dialogue box when they talk to the faction leaders, making it impossible to tell
them about the Grey Beard peace treaty. This can be fixed by repeatedly tapping the Activation button when talking to Galmar or Ulfric. You will keep saying that a mission is underway. At the end of the Battle of Whiterun, the option to speak to General Tullius and Ulfric Stormcloak will become available again. It is also possible to talk to
them when they return the jagged Crown. PC(Fix) To talk to Ulfric, the SetStage MQ302 30 console command can be used after having already spoken to General Tullius. PC(Fix) To talk to General Tullius, the SetStage MQ302 20 console command can be used after he has already spoken to Ulfric. 360 PS3 Joining one of the political
groups and the immediate discussion with the leader will avoid this. Note that this only works with General Tullius: Ulfric will only instruct Dragonborn to talk to Galmar. If the Dragonborn still has pending initiation quests, completing them should allow you to talk to the appropriate leader. When The Jagged Crown (for the Legion) is
launched, Tullius will not be able to talk to the Dragonborn, but will send it to Legate Rikke. This can also occur with Ulfric in the same quest when he joins the Storm Coats. Sometimes one or more of the original guards of the hold that have been replaced will still be in the capital, and the guards will attack their new occupants. PC 360
PS3 If the negotiators stop talking and the Dragonborn can't speak, they should leave their headquarters, or it will be impossible to continue the creation of the contract. With setstage mq302 300, after the NPC's are sitting at the table, the quest will complete. The conversation with Esbern should continue the search for it. 360 PS3 A
previous save that has the older status of Season Unending can be reloaded to complete the quest. The meeting must not begin after the Dragonborn Dragonborn one seat. Staying seated and waiting 24 hours in the game will trigger the meeting. If it still doesn't trigger, all guests should sit down after five to ten minutes of inreal time.
Leaving the high Hrothgar and coming back can also trigger the meeting. PC(Fix) If the quest still does not start, the input of setstage mq302 60 into the console can fix. PC(Fix) If the console command above does not help, deactivation can then activate Galmar or bring it closer to its seat via console commands (click on it and then enter
movto player) can also help. 360(Fix) Make sure that both the Season Unending and The Fallen quests are selected, talk to Arngeir on the other side of the table, then finally go over and burst and wait an hour as soon as they sit should trigger the meeting. PC This error can also occur when the Quest Tending the Flames is in a phase
where Viarmo is about to recite the verse to Elisif, making both Tending The Flames and this quest impossible to get any further. The best option so far is to load from an earlier save (before talking to Tullius and Ulfric / before giving King Olaf's verse to Viarmo) and either complete a first one without coming on the other. PS3 The
achievement/trophy from the Civil War quests can be missed because Season Unending is expiring. If the preferred faction receives one or both of the required forts, the Dragonborn will not receive a loan and will never unlock the achievement/trophy. This can be fixed by ensuring that the opposing faction receives both forts, or
completing that part of the Civil War quests before starting Season Unending. PC Esbern is not allowed to speak. If you turn it off, it will wake it up. This can be done by opening the console, clicking it, and then disabling and activating it. This may have to be repeated every time he stops walking around his seat. Sometimes the Jarl of
Whiterun does not require this quest and allows the dragon-born to capture a dragon, even if the war is not over, if all storm cities except Windhelm or all imperial cities except loneliness have been conquered. 360 PS3 Legate Rikke attacks the Dragonborn if they have committed several crimes, such as stealing horses in imperial camps.
This can be solved by attacking it far from the negotiating room until it is on its knees (because it is marked as essential, it cannot be killed), and then quickly sprints into the room to start negotiations. The trick is not to let anyone else attack Legate Rikke. If the conspiracy is not complete, it will automatically be marked as full when
Markarth is handed over to the Storm Coats. However, the next quest, No One Escapes Cidhna Mine, does not appear on the quest screen. Sometimes Season Unending is not gracefully completed, causing quest levels both for them and for the entire Civil (id CW), not to be properly integrated. For example, characters from the
conference can go up and down the stairs at the gates of High Hrothgar endlessly, not respond to the Dragonborn, or otherwise participate in any quest dialogues or events. When they use the console to kill them or forcibly return them to their hometowns, they simply go back to the stairs and continue their endless loop (even walking all
over Skyrim to reach the steps). This can be resolved by ensuring that all quest phases have been completed correctly, especially levels above 300.  PC Check their status with player.sqs MQ302 and enable levels with setstage MQ302 &lt;stage&gt;. Once the corresponding phase is triggered, all remaining characters will begin a long
walk back to their hometowns and can immediately interact with the Dragonborn again. Season Unending triggers level 255 of the entire Civil War Quest (CW), a phase specifically designed to end the war while the peace conference is in session. When this phase is active, all Civil War combat quests are enforced (except battle for
whiterun) and prevents the selection of key dialog options to trigger them. Level 256 of CW releases this hold, allowing war to resume and should be triggered automatically when Season Unending is complete. However, if the quest is not gracefully completed, the civil war can remain permanently in custody.  PC(Fix) This can be checked
via player.sqs CW and fixed via Setstage CW 256.  PC If the Dragonborn during the Quest The Jagged Crown (for the Storm Coats) gives Ulfric the message of the Grey Beards instead of handing over the jagged crown, Galmar may not appear at the conference and makes it impossible to continue.  PC(Fix) This can be fixed with the
command prid 0001B133 followed by moveto player. Skyrim: Quests Skyrim: Main Quests *Revelation: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that fandom will receive a commission for you at no extra cost if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
Noted. &lt;/stage&gt;
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